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THE

On day __ God rested.

3

................................................

4

"The _ _ _ _ _ _ shall no more become a _ _ _ _ _"
Genesis 9:15

5

ABRAHAM OFFERS ISAAC
"..Abraham, Abraham:
and he said,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _."
Gen 22:11
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"_ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _
____ ____ ___
______ _____
_ _ _ _ " Gen 24:14

7

"Now _ _ _ _ _ _ loved
_ _ _ _ _ _ more than all his
children, because he was the
son of his old age; and he made
him a _ _ _ _ of many
_ _ _ _ _ _ _" Gen 37:3
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"She called his name _ _ _ _ _ : and she said,
Because I _ _ _ _ him out of the water." Exodus 2:10
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ISRAELITES LEAVE EGYPT
"And the LORD went before them,

by day in a pillar of a _ _ _ _ _

"Thus the LORD

...by night in a pillar of _ _ _ _."

_____ ______
19 1 22 5 4

that day out of the

9 19 18 1 5 12

____ __ ___
8 1 14 4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"
5 7 25 16 20 9 1 14 19

15 6

20 8 5

Exodus 14:30
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PRIMARY PROJECT INSTRUCTIONS - STAGE 1 (7 - 8 years)
PARENTS PLEASE REMEMBER:
• Your children look for and need your support, encouragement, and ideas when working on their projects, but the
actual work on each page must be the child’s own work.
• Please obtain and read the booklet ‘GUIDELINES TO GOOD PROJECTS’. Remember that the layout and size
of the pictures on each page must not be altered, to ensure fairness in marking.
• The activities have been printed on one side of the page for ease of completion. The activity must be completed
on this side only. Any extra information placed on the back of the page won't be considered for marking.
• All quotes have been referenced from the KJV Bible. Please use this version to answer the missing words from
the quotes in the activities.
• Do not write your name anywhere on the project.
• Hand your project in to your Sunday School Superintendant by the due date, 15th JULY 2018
PLEASE NOTE:
“Show" means you may choose to draw, paint, glue, use collage or any other technique to illustrate the subject.
“Colour” means you may use pencils, paint, crayon, textas, or glued on colour to make your picture attractive.
“Write” means you may write with pencil, biro, texta etc or you may choose to use letraset or any other way to tell
your answer in words.
Page 1.

Colour the Contents Page as neatly as you can........................................................................................q

Page 2.

The Creation (Lesson 1)
1. Neatly colour the title .............................................................................................................................q
2. Inside each number, show what God made on the corresponding day .................................................q
3. At the bottom of the page write in the answer to which day God rested ................................................q

Page 3.

Cain and Abel (Lesson 4)
1. Show Cain’s offering on his altar and then show Abel’s offering on his altar ........................................q
2. Put flames on the offering which God accepted (you could use red, orange and yellow cellophane or
anything else you can think of for the flames) ......................................................................................q
3. Underneath each name, draw Cain's face and Abel's face AFTER God had seen their offering ..........q
4. On the line at the bottom of the page, neatly write the answer to the following question:
Which offering was God pleased with?.................................................................................................q

Page 4.

Noah's Ark (Lesson 5)
1. Colour in the title and the picture, making sure to include the seven colours of the rainbow ................q
2. Noah made an altar for an offering to God after he came out of the Ark. Show Noah next to the altar.q
3. Fill in the words missing from the quotation underneath the heading....................................................q
4. At the bottom of the page, show pairs of animals outside the Ark and the dry ground they are walking
on. You might like to use the animals on the insert page......................................................................q

Page 5.

Abraham Offers Isaac (Lesson 8)
1. Colour in Abraham at the altar, and show Isaac tied up on the altar .....................................................q
2. Fill in the missing words to the quote.....................................................................................................q
3. Cut out the jigsaw pieces on the insert page to show the ram that God provided stuck in the thicket.
Decorate the picture using materials such as wool, popsticks or anything else you can think of .........q

Page 6.

A Wife for Isaac (Lesson 9)
1. Follow the correct path through the maze to help Rebekah bring water to Eliezer's camels. Starting in
the top left hand corner at the letter 'D' collect the letters on the CORRECT path to make an
important sentence. Add the letters in the spaces provided at the bottom of the page ........................q
2. Colour the page nicely ...........................................................................................................................q

Page 7.

Joseph (Lesson 12)
1. Fill in the missing words to the quote....................................................................................................q
2. Colour in the picture of Joseph's brothers, and show Joseph being thrown into the pit. You can draw
Joseph yourself or use the picture on the insert page ..........................................................................q
3. Show Joseph's coat that his father gave to him in the space provided on the right side of the page,
remembering it was made of many different colours ............................................................................q

Page 8.

Baby Moses (Lesson 16)
1. Join the dots from 1 to 30. Colour the page and show baby Moses in the basket. You might like to
cover him with a blanket made out of scrap material............................................................................q
2. Complete the verse at the bottom of the page ......................................................................................q

Page 9.

Ten Plagues (Lesson 18-20)
1. God brought ten plagues upon Egypt. List them on the lines provided next to the correct number ......q
2. In each box show the relevant plague ...................................................................................................q

Page 10.

Israelites Leave Egypt (Lesson 21)
1. In the two boxes, fill in the missing words to the quote from Exodus 13:21. Show a picture of the
corresponding pillars in the boxes ........................................................................................................q
2. Colour the picture of Moses and the children of Israel. You might like to draw some more people
with them ..............................................................................................................................................q
3. Use the following code to complete the quote from the KJV Bible at the bottom of the page: ..............q

4. Add a border around the outside of the page. Perhaps you could draw footprints..................................q
Cover

When you have completed the inside of your project, cover the project and decorate it. You could write
some words which give a title to the project. It may be “The Good News of the Kingdom” or a suitable
quote. You might even add a picture about the lessons on the front. To protect your project you could
cover it with plastic or contact. Do not write your name anywhere on the project ..................................q

When you have finished your project, use the check boxes to make sure
you have completed all the instructions, and then remove the insert and
instruction pages from your project.
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